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Mid-term exam observations 

Dear participants of the course Law and Human Rights, 

I have corrected the mid-term exams. I have applied the same standards as I would apply in an examination in 

Europe. The results are mixed. There is a nice number of very good answers but also a considerable number 

of answers that have not exploited the full potential of their author. Please allow me some remarks: 

1. In an academic exam you must not "copy & paste" from the course materials but also not ignore them. All 

the information necessary to answer the questions could be found in slides 2 and 3 and diagram 1. You just 

needed to compile it in the appropriate way and present it in your own words, showing your understanding of 

the subject. Of course you were welcome to complement it by further information found in own research. 

However, some of you partially replaced it by information from the internet which was of rather political than 

legal nature, did not fit well or was not totally correct. That was not such a good idea. 

2. Question 1 was about the very controversial UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) and its instruments, 

mainly the Universal Periodic Review (UPR). Here it was clear that in a legal exam you need to provide 

concrete substantial information about the UNHRC's legal nature, its composition, the selection of its members 

and its internal institutions, and on the standards for the assessment, the internal organisation, the proceedings 

and outcome of the UPR and the three reports on which it is based. As we have discussed in the course, this 

knowledge is important in the Southeast Asian countries because they are still "newcomers" in the field of 

human rights, the preparation of the UPR is a question of national prestige and young qualified lawyers 

working in state institutions or NGO may well be involved in it in one way or another. So you should present 

your detailed substantial knowledge but some of you preferred to discuss the topic in vague political terms that 

may be appropriate in an exam at a diplomat school but not at a law faculty. Moreover, some of you invested 

the same amount of work in the presentation of the Special Procedures and the Complaint Procedure, which 

are much less important for an Indonesian lawyer - not the best tactic for the exam. 

3. Many answers to question 2 suffered from a misunderstanding: The question was not about the international 

human rights treaty with the most elaborate and effective human rights protection but, more specifically, the 

most elaborate and effective human rights enforcement, i.e. the treaty which provides the most powerful 

mechanisms to ensure that the guaranteed rights are actually respected in practice. This is indeed the European 

Convention, as most of you found out, but the decisive factor is the existence of the European Court of Human 

Rights, whose decisions are legally binding, combined with the speciality that under the European Convention 

the citizen has direct access to the Court via the legal remedy of individual complaint, without the filtering of 

a human rights commission (as in America and Africa). Many of you mentioned the Court but not the special 

remedy of individual complaint and therefore only achieved a part of the achievable points. Please read the 

questions in an exam in legal science always carefully and make sure that you understand every term correctly! 

4. I have filled out a correction sheet for every single exam, which I send you with the information on the 

results. It shows how I have graded and what are the strong and weak points of your answers. In case of 

questions you are welcome to contact me for further explanation.  

I enjoyed to give the lectures at UNDIP. Best wishes for your further studies,  

Thomas Schmitz 

( D a t e i :  M i d - t e r m  e x a m  o b s e r v a t i o n s  ( L a w H R ) )  
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